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A Ditty BagApprenticeship
EE HOW SHE SCHOONS! Cutting a feather in
a four-lower breeze, sails filling in powerful
curves and pulling like the muscles of a draft horse
with a heavy load; sails straining under therelentless force of the wind!
By moonrise, the wind's diminished to a
whisper-hardly a ripple on the water as she
ghosts slowly along under light sails; great cloth
phantoms tranquilly billowing in the moonlight.
Or in an oily calm, the limp cloth slats and slams
from side to side, awaiting the day when it might
explode from its boltropes under the force of a
howling gale and be lashed and beaten to useless

S

'hreds. Harmony and discord in the marriage of
'ud, wave, wood, and cloth.

Cloth is admirable for both what it is and what it
s. First a fiber, spun into thread and woven into

workable, versatile, yet vulnerable fabric, cloth is
ade into sails, the soul and salvation ofthe sailing
oat. Cloth is a remarkable material; it comes only
a long strip to begin with and is dynamic by
ature. Someone has to cut and assemble the
ces, control or compensate for the cloth's instalUes, provide a means of attaching things to it,
d, of course, maintain the finished article. No

o ways about it, the ability to work with cloth,
thetic or natural, is fundamental to sailing.

The sailing ship's onboard ability to deal with

the various elements upon which its survival
depended was once an absolute necessity, and
there were always men aboard capable of handling the various materials, not the least of whom
was the sailmaker. He was not alone in working
with canvas; even the greenest hand had to take
up needle and palm when there was extensive
work to be done. Seafaring people ashore, out of
geographical or economic necessity, had no less a
need to be self-sufficient in the manufacture and
repair of the sails for the boats with which they
earned their livelihood. Those Johnny Newcombes who'd assist the seagoing sailmaker were
often initiated into the sailor's arts by the making
of a ditty bag. Those small bags were sometimes
elaborately and intricately finished, thus offering a
means of self-expression and furnishing something to occupy idle hands and to keep the mind
alive.
To launch you in your apprenticeship, we are
going to teach you about the ditty bag, help you
gather together the tools you will need to make a
ditty bag (and to use on your own for making and
maintaining your sails), and then teach you to
make the ditty bag itself, using techniques that will
prepare you for many other tasks related to sailmaking, repair, and maintenance.
The proposed ditty bag and its contents embody
I
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IIlhorts of abstract things as well as being a handy
t!lllllptacle. But the skilis! That's what you're really
"tlllf, Remember, it's not the bag alone. This ditty
bilg is a cloth article requiring all the basic sail- and
cnnvaswork skills, and in this carefully handcrafted
container are stored the very implements and

The skills ofthe ditty bag.
(a) Flat-stitched side seam
(b) Fiat-stitched rolled tabling
(c) Flat-stitched reinforcement patches
(d) Sticking stitch
(e) Round stitch
(f) Worked eyelets
(g) Byelet seizings

materials used in its creation. All is then in readi~
ness for sail- or canvaswork. You'll know every
stitch! The economy of doing your own work
should be apparent, and so too will be the practicality, because the tools are simple, portable, and
relatively in~xpensive.

FIGURE 1-1.

(h) Rope grommet
Roping stitch
(j) Cringle and round thimble
(k) Sailmaker's eyesplice
(/) Marline serving
(m) Flat seizing
(n) Turk's head slider

(i)
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The faint of heart might be heard to exclaim,

TOOLS

/IWhat about the sewing machine?" The sewing

machine, in relation to this ditty bag, is like the
relationship a motor has to the sails of a sailboat.
It can substantially augment the ditty bag, but it is
a poor substitute. There's no doubt about the timesaving capabilities of a sewing machine under
favorable working conditions, but the sewing
machine doesn't have the versatility, all-around
capability, simplicity, and dependability of your
hands, and the skills, techniques, and tools of this
ditty bag apprenticeship.
With the fade-out of the fossil fuel-eating

sume the worker to be right-handed. That's not an
insurmountable obstacle. For a left-hander, there
are two options: perform everything from the

engine, the return of cloth sail power isn't going
to come for free. Sails are going to become even

righty-whichever comes more easily.

Plainly, it's time to introduce the tools, but only
those required to make the ditty bag. Other tools of
sailwork are introduced in Chapter 5.

Hands
First and foremost, meet your hands! Whether they
be more dexterous on the left or right doesn't matter, except that most sailmaking instructions pre-

opposite point of view, or teach yourself to work

more expensive than they are now. Obviously,
it behooves prudent seafarers to cast an anchor

The Sailmaker's Palm

to windward and not only concentrate on sails
and sailing, but become capable of making and
maintaining those wings upon which their boats
will fly.

This is the indispensable tool with which the
needle is pushed through the cloth. Waste not
time nor money on the cheap models, or what
is called a sailor's palm, as they are nearly use-
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FIGURE 1-2 (PAGES 3-4).

Sailmaker's palms.
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sewing techniques. The "public palm," while better
than nothing, is an abomination. Worse yet is the

ham-handed nozzer's disrespectful attempt to
cram his hand into someone's carefully fitted and
broken-in palm.
Make the palm fit your hand. Ifit's too small to
begin with, it's worthless to you anyway. Abig palm
can be reduced to some extent and the fit can be
adjusted with the addition of leather padding. The
palm and your hand become one. Fit it. Wet it.
Work with it. Oil it. Then work more with it-and
don't share!

Needles
Sail needies are ttiangular in section with the edges
rounded so that the needle separates rather than
severs the threads of the cloth as it enters and
passes through. We thickness, or gauge, ofthe needle to be used deJends upon the size of the thread

FIGURE 1-2.

(cant.)

less and will not encourage you to sew. Seek
instead a high-quality sailmaker's palm of finished leather and rawhide, a stout article firmly
stitched.
There are two priucipal types of palms, both of
which are essential, depending upon the job to be
undertaken. The seaming palm is for sewing
seams, tablings, and patching, and has an eye with
small indentations to take the head of the smaller
needles used in those and other finer operations.

The roping palm is for the stouter work of sewing
a boltrope to a sail, and has an eye with large

.t.-.
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indentations for the needles required in roping and

other heavy work. In addition, the roping palm has
a protective piece about the thumb hole so that a
stitch can be have home without the thread cutting
the worker's hand.
Both palms are highly personal tools. Ideally,
they are custom made for your hand only, or at
least have been altered from a production version

so that they are best suited to your hand and
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Relative sizes and cross sections ofsail
needles. The No. 18 is 2% inches long; the No.9, 4
inches.

FIGURE 1-3.
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required in the sewing and the nature of the material sewn. Usually, the two requirements coincide,
but not always. Synthetic sail twine, because of its
great strength, can be smaller than cotton thread
for a given application, but your needle should
always be sized according to the cloth it has to penetrate. Matching the needle to the smaller thread
may result in breakage.
Aboard ship there is use for all sizes. Therefore
each size should be on hand, and it would be wise
to have a few extra of the smaller or more fre-

quently used needles. Sail needles in the smaller
sizes break occasionally, and even the larger ones
can be bent under the strain of heavy work.
Nothing makes sewing more tedious than a dull
or dirty needle. Needles can be kept sharp with a

razor hone or sharpening steel. Sail needles are

wonderful little tools, but they will rust at the mere
mention of the word moisture, especially at sea.
Keep them oiled or greased and stored in an airtight container!

Knife
The knife is probably the most versatile tool in the
bag. Within the realms of sail- and marlinspike
work, it has many uses and can satisfactorily stand
in for tools such as scissors and hole cutters.
Whether clasp or sheath knife, a blade with a
rounded back, sheep's-foot point, and V-ground
blade is best. Homemade or store-bought, the
knife must be of good steel, kept clean, oiled, and
sharp as a razor. This knife must never be asked to
do anything but cut cloth, twine, or cordage.

Sailhook
The needle-sharp steel saUhook (also called a
stretching hook or bench hook), with its swivel and
5- or 6-foot lanyard, facilitates various forms of

sewing by holding the cloth in the desired manner
so that tension can be applied and cloth layers kept
in line, flat and inunobilized. Sailhooks, bought or
made, must be protected from rust just like needles and knives.

Fids
These come in an infinite variety and are used to

ordinary knives adapted for saUand canvaswork. The upper is a leatherworker's
knife, the lower, a common kitchen knife with the
tip ground to a sheeps-foot point.
FIGURE 1-4. Thio

expand, open, and ream things. They open the
strands of a rope in splicing, or shape and smooth
the inside of a handsewn ring. They make holes in
cloth and stretch cringles prior to the insertion of

The sai/hook-the sai/maker's third hand. Note the scorpion stingerUke point
with shoulders, which prevents the hook from goring the cloth with a large hole.

FIGURE 1-5.
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Two fids ofrosewood, ebony, lignum vitae, or a similar hardwood. The smaller
is 12 inches long, the larger, 18 inches.

FIGURE 1-6.

a round thimble, They are usually made of a harel,
wood such as lignum vitae, and one can get by with
two of them, a small one and one that is moder·
ately large.

Seam Rubber
Your own creation out of hardwood, this tool is
for creasing cloth as well as smoothing stitches.
The rounded knife back will serve, and really
any hard smooth edge will do, but the seam
rubber assures the job is done comfortably and
consistently.

Mechanical Pencil
Notwithstanding the impression given by
sewing instructions, one can't expect to do all

rubbercarvedjTorn

clothwork without guidelines. Reference points a
needed on the cloth. For marking the cl01h.
mechanical pencil with a hard lead works best, and.
one becomes accustomed to the shape of this pen"
cil and learns to make the appropriate allowane
consistently. Lines and marks must be visible, b
yet not smudge.
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Push Pins and Awls

MATERIALS

Push pins and awls come in handy for holding the
cloth while it's laid out and marked. Many dozens
of push pins would not be too many, but a halfdozen awls will suffice. They all rust, of course, and
must be encased somehow.

While you're there, you could ask to see, and
maybe purchase, the following materials without
which no ditty bag would be complete.

Thread or Sail1\vine
Measuring Tape
Although there are successful ways of measuring
without one, I recommend a 12-foot locking tape
measure. It would seem as though you couldn't get
along without it-but, of course, you can. It's possible to make do with all sorts of objects as units of

measurement as long as you are consistent about it.
Parts of the human body (your own) are the handiest objects: arm span, foot length, hand's breadth,
and others. Those measuring devices are difficult to
misplace, fairly immutable, and they don't rust!

In Addition
If you're planning on getting into canvaswork
beyond making a ditty bag and occasional sail
repair, you'll want to consider adding the following
tools to those listed above:
• a 50-foot measuring tape
• heavy-duty scissors
• heavy-duty diagonal cutters for removing
seizings, brass liners, and pressed-in
grommets

• pliers for pulling needles stuck in heavy
cloth
• an electric hotknife for cutting and sealing
unhemmed synthetic cloth edges
• 50 feet of %- inch nylon webbing for drawing
curves

• a chalkline
• a stitch or seam ripper
than this we need not say until Chapter 5.
For a clearer idea of what all these tools are like,
Qmight visit a sailmaker and ask to see these
lngs. With luck, he or she will be happy to show
u. Pay attention, as the sailmaker who doesn't
e these tools regularly doesn't make the kind of
you could easily work on either.

The type of thread or sail twine you need depends on the nature and stature of the work.
Three-ply and seven-ply spun polyester will
cover most needs. You can always quadruple it.
The thread must be as strong and durable as the
fabric. Linen thread is nearly unobtainable; you
can find cotton twine in the form of heavy
machine thread. Synthetic thread is strongest
and most easily found. It may be used to sew nat·
ural fabric, but not generally the other way
around.
If you have braided line or continuous fila·
ment three-strand polyester line, you've a source
of sewing thread. Just cut a piece the appropri·
ate length (remember it will be doubled through
the needle) and unlay it down from strand to
yarn to thread, and even to filament, to get the
size twine desired. This source of twine is time~
consuming but has the advantages of a wide
range of thread and availability. It may be
obtained at most boat shops, or, in an emer·
gency, a length of sheet or halyard can be sacri·
ficed.

Beeswax
Unless you are a glutton for punishment, you really
can't sew with· thread unless it's been waxed.
Beeswax mixed with turpentine or pine tar makes
thread more manageable and helps preserve nat·
ural fibers. With synthetic fiber, it helps hold the
two threads together while you work. I don't recommend prewaxed thread; the spool is bulky and
you always seem to need to wax the thread again
anyway.
To prepare yourselffor sail repair and mainte·
nance, you should also gather together the followingitems:
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(~l()th

'l'h9/9l<lth needed for sail repair is identicai to that
Ofjyhlch your sails are made. Now, whether you
want to carry merely patching quantities or
enough cloth for major surgery is a matter of personal preference. I'd be prepared to repair a sail
torn from luff to leech. Cloth for more than that
won't fit in a bag, or even a locker, but the prudent
biuewater sailor might consider the possibility of
having enough to make entirely new sails at some
point when materials aren't within UPS range.

Seizing Line
Used in various parts of a sail, it is often heavy sail
twine that has been redoubled for extra strength.
Italian tarred hemp yacht marline, both light and

• 10 feet of Y4- inch-diameter manila line
• 4 round thimbles with Y4-inch score
• beeswax

Less salty equivalents to tarred hemp and manila
are permissible. It's your call.

CUTTING, FOLDING, AND
MARKING THE CLOTH
Do you have the cloth? The pins, pencil, knife or
scissors, seam rubber, tape measure, and straightedge?
How's your work space? Roomy, warm, well-

heavy, has innumerable uses in marlinspike work,

lighted, and tranquil, hopefuliy? The surface upon
which you'll work should be clean, flat, and

and of course there are synthetic alternatives.

wooden, but not your prize floor or table. You'll be

Sail Hardware
Spares are needed for whatever hardware your sails
and canvas goods use: thimbles, fasteners, slides,

etc. That's not true in the case of a sail fuli of quickthrowaway hardware like squeeze-on hanks and
spur-grommets. In that case, one must be prepared
to replace all such things with sensible gear before
they destroy the sail. Remember, no crimp-on or
punch-in stuff; you don't have the tools to install
it, and you can't reuse it.

sticking pins in it.
Preparation is as important as anything. Relax.
Concentrate. Each step in this kind of work is
dependent upon the preceding one, and the final
outcome and general ease of completion are

greatly affected by thoroughness along the way.

Leather
On those parts of a sail where chafe is unavoidable,
chafing gear, notably leather, has to be replaced.
Leather's expensive, but not much is needed. A
square foot or two of pliable, well-tanned or even
oiled hide is sufficient. In the absence ofleather,
cloth can be used.
The materials you'll need to make the ditty bag
are:

• I square yard of l3-ounce preshrunk,
mildewproofed canvas
• I spool ofthree-ply spun polyester sail twine
• I bail of tarred hemp yacht marline

FIGURE 1-8.
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Layout the cloth as shown in Figure 1-8. It
should be pinned out firmly, square, flat, and lying
naturally without distortion. Draw the lines for the
walls of the bag as indicated. Mark them dark and
Identify them as to their future use: fold, cut, or a
reference sew-to line. The upper part of the bag,
when folded over, will become a hem or tabling.
The side seam and patches also get hemmed
lindelr-all exposed cut cloth must be hemmed in
to prevent unraveling. Both the bottom of
bag wall and the patches are cut from the piece
in a way that utilizes the nonfraying selwith a compass, draw the sew-to line and
cut line ofthe bag bottom. Last to be drawn are
trapezoidal reinforcement patches. Like
cloth added to a sall in the form of tablings or
patch,es, it must be cut and placed with the same
or cloth direction as the sailcloth beneath
to give and take compatibly with the sail
It should also be made of the same cloth
possible.
you have cut your pieces, you'll find you
cloth left over. Save it. You might want to
pockets in the bag, or retread the seat of
pants someday.
Fold and rub down everything well. Then open
. the top and bottom ofthe rectangular side piece
d bend one end around to form a ~ylinder with

the hemmed end lying along the sew-to line (Figure
1-9). Flatten the cylinder now and pin it down
firmly with the seam up and the cloth edges
aligned. Every 3 inches or so strike-up marks should
be drawn perpendicularly on both the upper and
lower cloths across the sew-to line. The sew-to line
guides in maintaining the alignment of the two
cloths side to side, and the strike-up marks do the
same for the cloths forward and backward.

SEWING
We'll begin with a few general rules:
1. Almost all sewing is done from one side of the

cloth-the top side. Don't push the needle in
one side, turn the work over, and then push

the needle back through the other side. imagine flip-flopping a large heavy sall enough
times to sew a patch that way in the middle
of the sall. f'll explain how to manage, in just
a bit.
2. No knots! They are lumpy and chafe away.
With very few exceptions, thread ends are
sewn in.
3. No prepunched holes allowed. Your shoulder,
arm, fingers, and the sewing palm are what
push a clean, sharp needle through even the
heaviest of canvas.

These things will take some getting used to, and
for a time there's likely to be some hardship: sore
back, sore hands, blisters, and bloodshed.

The Side Seam
Your tools and materials should be set up in
advance and be accessible. A professional sits on a
bench, with thread, was, fids, etc. at one end.
Flat seaming will be your first step in sewing the
bag. For a right-handed person, it is performed
from right to left. The sailhook (your third hand) is
tied to something firm off to the right, while the
cloth is held in the left hand, pulling in opposition
to the hook.
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Learn to hold the needle correctly from the
beginning. The head of the needle should be held
firmly with the ring finger against the eye of the
seaming palm, and the thumb and index finger
holding the needle down near the point (Figure
1-10). The palm and hand become one, and you
will keep an almost constant grip on the needle
until its final passage through the cloth. Don't
insert the needie and then try to push it wobbling
through the cloth with your fingers outstretched;
you will probably break the needle and you won't
have much directional control.
With good light in front of you, draw out a
length of twine which, when doubled through
a No. 16 needle, will equal just less than the distance from the work to your extended hand. A
longer length of twine, although seeming to save
time in making up thread, actually consumes more
time since you have to let go ofthe needle to heave
home the stitch. When your needle is threaded,
pass the twine over the wax enough times ta.coat
it thoroughly; the two pieces should stick together.
The process of sewing the flat stitch twists the
thread and can cause it to tangle. You can compensate for this in advance of sewing byworking a right
twist into the thread or, as you sew along, by turning the needle counterclockwise.
How do you keep from accidentally sewing the
wall of the bag opposite the seam? When you sew,

FIGURE 1-10.

Holding the needle.

the needle is passed down through the folded cloth
beneath the seam, then is withdrawn to the point
where a sharp tick is heard, indicating that the needle is free of that layer of cloth and ready to pass
back up through the upper cloth and the seam at
hand. Cloth held across your lap, the upper cloth
toward you, sailhook set, seam held in advance
with another needle, if necessary, strike-up marks
and the sew-to line matching, and your body
turned slightiy to the left, insert the needle into the
lower cloth right alongside the edge ofthe upper
cloth. When it's free from the layer you don't want
to sew, change the angle of the needle so it comes
back up again through the lower cloth and out the
upper cloth, exiting far enough in from the upper
cloth edge so that the twine will have a good hold,
and slightly farther on down the seam than the
point at which the needle entered. How far aiong
and in depends on the nature of the work. The
heavier the work, the farther apart the stitches. Ten
to 12 stitches per needle length is a good guIde. The
twine is pulled on through, sufficiently taut to sink
the twine slightly into the cloth, no more. Too
much tension and it will pucker, especially on
lightweight cloth.
Jfyou are seaming synthetic cloth, you should
keep in mind that Dacron has no woven selvage;

the edge of the cloth has been cut and sealed with
ahotknife. Jfyou sew too close to this edge, the seal

FIGURE I -I 1.

The flat stitch.
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will break and the threads along the edge will
unravel. In addition, Dacron is so tightly woven
and stable that if your cloth gets puckered in
sewing, it will stay that way. You will need to take
extra care with your stitch tension to avoid puckering.
To begin the seam, anchor the tail end of the
(an inch or so) with the first few stitches
1-12; this is known as oversewin[j),
continue with stitches as consistent as possiwith respect to size, angle, and tension. It
some practice. Keep everything lined up
and shift the sailhook along as you go. If you run
out of twine, make up a new needleful and
resume as shown. At the end of the seam, pass
the'needle back under the last four stitches.

OV£R3£WN
AT FllilOH

FIGURE 1-12.

Oversewing the twine ends.

Next, turn the bag inside out and sew the other
side of the seam in the same manner. Wizards can
dispense with sew-to lines and marks, but these
references will help you keep the work straight.
When the seam is done, go over your work with
the seam rubber and rub the stitching and seam
down flat.

The Tabling
With the bag turned back right side out, the top
hem, or rolled tabling, is folded under and rubbed
down, and the strike-up marks and sew-to line are
drawn. The tabling is sewn in the same manner as
the side seam, the only difference being that you
can hold the cloth ftom both sides, thumb on top,
fingers inside the bag, and there's no fear ofsewing
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something besides the tabling (except your fingers).
Having circumsewn the bag, rub the tabling
down as flat as possible, then divide and mark the
circumference into quarters, avoiding the side
seam. These quarter points are where the cringles
will eventually be placed and, as in sailmaking, they
need to have reinforcement patches.

The Patches
Patches provide extra strength through more layers; they are designed to distribute strain in the
appropriate direction. Cut, fold under, and rub
down the four little patches.
With the bag pinned down flat, pin down
a patch so its centerline is on the quarter point
mark and its top edge (which is the unfolded selvage edge) is flush with the top edge of the bag.
Draw the sew-to lines (by tracing around the
patch), and also the strike-up marks. Label the
position and the patch, then repeat for the
remaining patches.
Continuing with the same flat stitch you used
for the side seam and the tabling, sew on each
patch. You will be confronted with changes in

FIGURE 1-13.

The sticking stitch.

direction, some awkwardness in holding it, and the
fraying ofthe patch corners. As you approach each
corner, tuck it under with the needle's point and
sew over it so that nothing is left to fray and look
unsightly.

The Sticking Stitch
The next stitch, called the sticking stitch, is easy
and is used in this case to anchor the layers of the
tabling, bag, and patches so they don't shift
around while the top edge of the bag is being
roped. This stitch or a similar running stitch can
also be used to run a strengthening middle stitch
or triple stitch down the middle of a seam. Work
from right to left about % inch down from the edge
of the bag. Make the stitches farther apart than
when seaming, and do not pull them so tightly
that the bag edge puckers.

The Round Stitch
The bag should be looking fairly natty by now, but
of course it's not a bag yet, just a cylinder. But w~lre
ready to make it into a bag now, by sewing in its
bottom using the round stitch. This stitch has
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FIGURE 1-14.

The round stitch.

numerous applications that generally involve
some sort of seaming or oversewing; As a seaming

stitch, it is verystrong but leaves cut cloth edges
eXI)O"ed. That's all right though, on something like
m" mSlOleofa bag. ill the oversewingfashion, leech
are stitched and cut edges arwprevented
unraveling.
This stitch is sewn from left to right, with the
sailhook on the right. Normally, this is one of the
simplest of stitches, but sewing around in a circle
it a little more difficuit because you have to
ke"p refoldiJng ,md lininnm as you go. Foidingwell
advance and having dark sew-to lines will help,
will marking quarter points on both the bottom
the lower edge of the bag cylinder.
With the bag inside out and the bottom placed
its folded hem out, hold the two with the lines
m"tcllingand the bag bottom away from you. You
use the same thread and needie as in the prework. Oversewing the thread end to begin,
nr,mr,a you go evenly, 10 to 12 stitches per needle
but with comparativelylittle tension. When
two layers are Inter spread open, you don't want
hard ridge remaining.

FIGURE 1-15.

Round seaming the bottom (bag

inside out).

With the completion ofthis step, the bag may be
likened to a sail that has been completed to the
point of being ready for the "finishwork": roping,
rings, hardware, and chafing gear.
This is a good point to stop, relax, reflect on
what's been accomplished so far, and prepare for
the work to come. How do you feel? So frustrated
that you're ready to hoist a broom to the masthead
and heave the palm overboard? Never let your
mother say she had a "jibber." The ditty bag is for
learning-it doesn't have to be a masterpiece.
Is your stitching correct and uniform? Are the
seams, tablings, and patches flat and placed correedy? Does the bag seem strong? Emulation ofthe
tried and true is the objective, but it doesn't have to
be perfect the first time around.
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For the finishwork to come, you'll need the roping palm, fids, the knife, an additional 8 feet of
%~inch manila

line, marline, wax, sail twine, and

one sharp and one dulled No. 16 needle. You'll also
need a mallet or block of wood to use in stretching
the cringles, and if you want a Turk's head slider,
you'll need 3 feet of braided cord.
Practicing in advance will help you make a
neater bag, and studying the handwork on wellmade sails will give you a standard of comparison
for your work.

FINISHWORK

metal or rope rings. Rope rings, called grommets,
are laid up from a single strand of line, the size of
which depends on the nature of the work.
The rings (or eyelets) on the ditty bag are small,
so the rope grommets will be worked out of tarred
marline as shown. Eight penny-size (O.D.) grommets will be needed, uniform in diameter and
even in layup. Waxing the marline makes it more
workable. This is where you first get to use the
small fid, in forming and rounding the grommets.
Note the terminating overhand knot, which has
the two meeting strands worked into the lay
together. Subsequent tucks may be made in a variety of ways, but in the case of these small grommets (which will be sewn in) it is not necessary to

Rings

do the kind of finishing you'd do in a large unsewn

There are other means, but most frequently things
are attached to sails through holes reinforced with

rope grommet. One more tuck for each strand is
sufficient.

Worked Eyelets
Now you are ready to sew the little grommets into
the locations where the cringles will later be
"stuck." Eyelets or anchor holes are used to distribute strain over a larger part of the sail, or bag, in
this case. Their configuration might vary from a

single eyelet to a complex multi-eyelet fanlike
assembly in which all are joined so they work
together to share the load. This ditty bag uses the
configuration of two eyelets side by side.
The technique for sewing rings or eyelets is
basically the same, regardless of the size of the
ring. The grommets for the bag eyelets are placed
on the patches so that their outer drawn eircles
will just meet at the centerline of the patch, and at
the same time are Y4 inch down from the bag's

upper edge. Draw circles both inside and outside
the ring, taking care to make them round. Mark
them so that you will know which ring belongs to
which circle. Next, cut out the inner circles and
draw identical outside circles on the other side of

A penny-size marline grommet. Begin
with an overhand knot, tuck the ends as shown, tie

FIGURE 1-16.

a second overhand knot, tuck the ends once more,

and trim.

the cloth. These circles will guide you in sewing.
Use the same size thread and needle as in the
stitching. The grommet, being soft, might require
fidding as you go to keep it round. Sew in all eight
eyelets as follows:

A DITTY BAG APPRENTICESHIP

FIGURE 1-17.

Sewing the eyelets.
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Seizing the anchor holes.

Sewing is always begun on the side away from
the strain, so as to be less likely to pull out. Generally, this means on the side of the ring away from
the center of a sail. In this bag it means at the top of
the ring.
Holding the bag with the beginning point of
the ring uppermost, push the needle through at
that point, angling slightly ahead and outward,
and pull the thread through, except for the last
inch or so. Pass the needle back up through the
hole in the bag and through the ring (or grommet), which has been placed into position. A
stitch is then taken through the same spot you
first sewed and then have home; this holds the
ring firmly against the cloth. The little thread tail
is oversewn with the subsequent stitches. Working
counterclockwise, you continue on around the

ring. Even stitches that cover the ring are of sufficient tension to sink the ring into the cloth. You
want stitches that radiate smoothly from. the
imagined center of the ring, crossing the ring on '
a perpendicular rather than pinwheeling obliquely across. Pinwheeling is controlled by the

relationship between where the needle enters and
exits in a sequence of stitches. This is governed
by the angle at which the needle is inserted and
the space between the stitches. For these little
rings, keep the stitches at least Y16 inch apart so

that you do not weaken the cloth. It's a little tricky
to develop a consistent techoique, especially with
rings of varying sizes, but once mastered it is not
easily forgotten.
To finish, the thread is passed up through
the last stitch prior to heaving it home. Finally,
the thread is passed under the last three
stitches on the back side and cut off. All the
unraveling cloth in the hole should be covered,
and the ring should be smoothed and rounded
out with the fid.

Seizing the Eyelets To further reinforce these
four pairs of eyelets, each pair is seized together as
shown in Figure 1-18, using the same thread. It is
better to use many turns of a light thread than a
few of a heavier one; if laid up with equal tension,
all the parts will do their share.
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Rope Grommet
fewe were making a sail and had the rings all
worked and seized, we'd be at the point of roping
its edges, which indeed we're about to do with the
bag, except that the bag's "boltrope" is a rope
grommet, which has to be made by you. Grommets
.are made up of a single strand of rope obtained by
unlaying a length about 3112 times the circumfer~nce of the finished grommet (Figure 1-19).
Take your IO-foot piece ofll4-inch manila and
nlay it into three strands, one of which you will
1.i~e to fashion your rope grommet. The inner
glameter of the grommet should be equal to the
outer diameter of the bag lip.
Not quite as easy as it looks, the making of rope
grommets requires careful laying up in order to get
Ulem the right size with an even lay and a well-faired
$plice. Rolling the final tucks underfoot will help in
the fairing in. Ifthe finished grommet takes on a per-

sistent figure-eight shape, there's nothing to do but
to try again. Notice that the way in which the strands
are tucked maintains the three-strand configuration
of the line; this is important for roping. Any fuzzy
fibers jutting out from the successfully completed
grommet can be singed away with a match.

Roping
Why bother? The edges ofsails generally have to be
reinforced so they won't overstretch and tear. Roping is the traditional method of providing this extra
strength. In addition, fullness can be sewn into a
sall to a certain extent by gathering slack cloth into
the boltrope stitches. Furthermore, roping provides lateral reinforcement by helping withstand
the strains imposed on all the rings at various
points along a sail's perimeter. The art of roping
involves not only the skill of sewing, but a perception of the relationship between the rope and cloth

18
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FIGURE 1-19.

based on knowledge of their individual characteristics. This ability comes with experience and from
a measure of intuition.
When a sail is roped, the rope is held closest to
the worker and against the port side of the sail. On
the ditty bag, it is held on the outside. Normally, a
sew-to line is drawn on the rope to ensure its going
on without twisting, and strike-up marks are made
on both the sail and the rope so that the two have
the desired relationship when sewn together. It

The rope grommet.

also helps to temporarily seize the rope to the sail
at intervals. For the ditty bag, the rope grommet
should be seized to the bag lip at quarter points
and these seizings removed as you sew.
There are three ways of affecting how much
cloth gets sewn to a given length of rope: First,
bending the work away from you as you sew adds
cloth. Bending it toward you makes for more rope
and less cloth; this is undesirable since it is the
.rope that is supposed to be controlling the cloth.

&NDIN~ 11-I.e:...,

\-10""- AW'AY.

FIGURE 1-20. Bending rope and cloth toward you gives slack rope. Bending the work away
from you puts in slack cloth with tight roping.
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FIGURE 1-21.

Roping the bag.

Se<COIld, the amount of cloth taken up in each
can be varied_ And third, how tightly the
is puiled or hove can be varied; the tighter
stitch, the more cloth is taken up as it is sunk
between the rope strands.
Ablunted needle (No. 16) with a suitable length
of your twine (which is knotted at the end this
lIle) is pushed cleanly between the rope strands
nd out through the cloth. Sewing from left to
right, it is convenient in the roping of the bag to
t1ttach the sailhook in an eyelet off to the right. The
basic roping stitch is augmented at ail beginnings,
ends, splices, cringles, seams, and places of additional strain with a cross-stitch, which crosses back
over the strand just passed under, then under
again, and out slightly farther along. When finIshed, the thread is knotted on the cloth side.
~ingles
ith the completion of the roping, cringles and
<lund thimbles may be stuck (instailedl at each
pair of eyelets. Cringles are laid up from a single
strand of leftover boltrope. The initial size of the
cringle is such that it must be stretched to permit
the insertion of the round thimble, and so the subsequent shrinkage will inextricably hold it in place_
To start, take one strand ofleftover boltrope at

least four times as long as the circumference of the
finished cringle and lay it up carefully and tightly
as shown (Figure 1-22), so that at the completion of
the second step the open space between the top
oUhe boltrope and the inside ofthe cringle should
behalf the diameter of your thimble. There are several ways of finishing off a cringle other than the
one shown here. In one method the final strands
are tucked over, one under two, as in the grommet,
until they meet at the crown inside the cringle,
where in a fuil-scale cringle on a sail they would
be tied in an overhand knot and the ends left until
after the fitting of the thimble, then cut off. The
small size of these bag cringles makes the overhand knot optional.
Mark on the fid a point corresponding to the
outer diameter of the thimble, and with the bag
roping held up, drive the cringle down over the fid
to the marked line and let it sit there for a few minutes. Then, with the thimble close at hand and
your mallet ready, invert the fid and knock the
cringle off. Now, like greased lightning, with the
roping down, tap the thimble into position before
the cringle shrinks up again.lfyou miss the boat
and the cringle shrinks up before you can fit the
thimble, refid the cringle and try again. The thimble should be so tightly held that you can't even
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FIGURE I ~22.

Sticking a cringle.
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FIGURE 1-23.

Installing a thimble.

rotate it. As in much of this kind of work, there are
no surefire formulas and you will have to develop
a feel for it.

Sailmaker's Eyesplice
The lanyard, formed of two pieces of line, must
now be spliced to each cringle_ The sailmaker's

is an important technique for terminating roping
in a gradual manner and for fairing-in splices, particularly splices that will be sewn to a sail. Splices of
this sort have the strands tucked with the lay so
that the strands are worked in nearly imperceptibly
and maintain the easily sewn three-strand configuration. Practically speaking, as far as the bag is

eyesplicc is employed for two instructive reasons

concerned, the evenly tapered splice will enable

and one practical one. First, the tapering ofstrands

the Thrk's head slider to slide farther down.
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FIGURE 1-24.

The palm-and-needle whipping.
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Tapering the strands.

Cut another 8-foot piece ofline in half
all four ends 4 inches up as shown in
Beginning with one of the ends, unlay
strands. Taking one strand, unlay its
. Now, one yarn at a time, very carefully
pe the fibers down with the knife so that the
tapers gradually to nothing. Wax it, and twist
ck up as it was. Repeat this technique with the
U,hlinQ v,arn, as uniformly as possible. The yarns
(text continued on page 27)
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Sailmaker's eyesplice. The eye is
worked around a cringle (cringle omitted in
drawings for clarity). At step 4, turn the splice
over and tuck strand A. All strands are then
tucked with the lay, over one and under two.
When made with the strands tapered, the
finished splice appears as in step 5.
FIGURE 1-26.
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1·27. Serving and seizing the lanyard eye.
against the lay (1), then make aflat seizing
throat ofthe eye (2-4).
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The three-strand Turk's head. Rotate
the knot toward you as you progress. When end B
reaches the beginning point, it continues around
again alongside itselfthrough the knot.

FIGURE 1-28.
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, then laid back up into a tapered strand and tbe
.lle process repeated witb tbe two otber strands,
four ends must be readied in this way before
begin splicing,
fit were a rattail to be roped to a sail, you'd lay
three strands back up into a tapered tail, which
uld then be sewn to tbe sail,
The splice is worked around the cringle as
wn. Slightly unlaying the strand as tucks are
n will help in fairing tbem in well with the
nds of the standing part. A small whipg will hold the very ends. Some accuracy
required so as to get lanyard legs of equallengtb.

nishing the Lanyard
splicir,g, tbe two legs are joined, middled, and
Ull'm'1-S1ze eye formed. The eye is served with

marline and a flat seizing clapped on. Finally, a
three-strand Turk's head, made from any light
cord, makes a slider to close the bag.

There. The bag is done, ready to receive all the
tools that made it and to store them inside for
future use. Initials can be embroidered on tbe outside, pockets instailed, whatever you like from here
on out. It's your bag, they're your tools, and your
hands brought tbe ditty bag to life. And ifyou tbink
the bag was a lot ofwork, just tbink of how much
more a sailmaker has to deal with. It is hard work
bringing sails to life and keeping them seawortby
and dependable.
Wind, clotb, and self-reliance. You've begun.

